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1. Introduction 

Pursuant to Article 14, section 1 of the Commission’s Implementing Regulation 

2018/17951, the methodology used by the regulatory body2 to perform the test shall 

be clear, transparent and non-discriminatory and shall be published on its website. 

The regulatory body will use the methodology after receiving a justified request to 

evaluate the impact of the new rail passenger service on the economic equilibrium of 

existing agreement on public service contracts. Pursuant to Article 16 of the Com-

mission’s Implementing Regulation the test will be applied, in time for the working 

timetable starting on 13 December 2020.  

The economic equilibrium test3 referred to in the Implementing Regulation is applied 

according to Article 2 in situations, where a Member State has decided to limit, pur-

suant to Article 11, section 1, the right of access referred to in Article 10, section 2 

of Directive 2012/34/EU4 for new rail passenger services between a given place of 

departure and a given destination, when one or more public service contracts cover 

the same route or an alternative route, as provided for in Article 2 section (i) of 

Regulation (EC) No 1370/20075 of the European Parliament and of the Council. Pur-

suant to Article 11, section 1 of the Railway Market Directive, the section 114, sub-

section 1 of the Railway Transport Act (1302/2018)6 gives a competent authority the 

right to limit the rail network’s access rights with similar conditions. Pursuant to Ar-

ticle 6 of the Implementing Regulation, even if a competent authority has granted 

exclusive rights to the railway undertaking performing a public service contract, the 

existence of such rights shall not preclude access being granted to an applicant for 

the purpose of operating a new rail passenger service, provided that access would 

not compromise the economic equilibrium of the public service contract in question.  

Pursuant to recitals 2 and 3 of the Implementing Regulation, the purpose of the eco-

nomic equilibrium test is to ensure that the right of access referred to in Article 10, 

section 2 of the Railway Market Directive is not restricted in regard to the railway 

infrastructure’s new rail passenger services (including high-speed trains), unless it 

can be shown that this type of service would directly compete with public rail pas-

senger services and would, thus, serve the same customer base and taking a signif-

icant portion of public transport service customers. The new rail passenger service 

might bring new users to the rail passenger service sector and provide net benefits 

for passengers without compromising the continuation of rail passenger services re-

ferred to in the public service contract.  

This memorandum describes the processes related to the new rail passenger service’s 

notifications, test requests and communication related to tests, as well as the meth-

odological principles for the economic equilibrium test used by the regulatory body, 

on the basis of which the regulatory body makes decisions on the right of access to 

infrastructure. Pursuant to Article 11, section 2 of the Railway Market Directive re-

ferred to in Article 11, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation, the regulatory body 

shall make decisions on the basis of predetermined criteria. According to Article 10, 

section 2 of the Implementing Regulation, predetermined threshold or specific criteria 

can be applied, but not strictly or in isolation from other criteria, which will mean that 

                                           
1 Hereinafter the Implementing Regulation. 
2 Hereinafter the regulatory body. 
3 Hereinafter the economic equilibrium test. 
4 Hereinafter the Railway Market Directive. The Directive was implemented nationally in Finland 

with the enactment of the Rail Transport Act (1302/2018).   Specifically, sections 114 and 115 of 

this Act apply to the economic equilibrium test. Insofar as the Implementing Regulation refers to 

the Directive, the provisions in question are directly applied to the processes described in this 

memorandum.  
5 The Regulation has been amended with Regulation 2016/2338.  
6 Hereinafter Rail Transport Act. 
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the application of the test will inevitably include case-specific analysis and the weigh-

ing of various criteria. According to Article 14, section 2 and recital 22 of the Imple-

menting Regulation, regulatory bodies also comply with the best international prac-

tices and information exchanged with regulatory bodies in other countries and, where 

necessary, adjust their method over time.   

2. Processes for notifications on a new rail passenger service, test re-

quests and economic equilibrium tests 

2.1. Notification process 

According to Article 4, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation, the entity, who 

requires rail capacity for the provision of a new rail passenger service, shall notify 

the competent rail infrastructure manager and regulatory body of its intention to 

provide a new rail passenger service at least 18 months prior to the enforcement of 

the schedules related to the service. In this document, the new rail passenger service 

refers pursuant to Article 3, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation to a rail pas-

senger service designed to be operated as a regular time-tabled service that is either 

entirely new or that implies a substantial modification of an existing rail passenger 

service, in particular in terms of increased frequencies of services or increased num-

ber of stops, and which is not provided under a public service contract. The notifica-

tion shall contain the information listed in Article 4, section 2 of the Implementing 

Regulation in accordance to the provisions laid down in the Article. 

After receiving the notification, the regulatory body shall pursuant to Article 4 of the 

Implementing Regulation publish the standard notification form filled in by the appli-

cant and within a period of ten days notify the entities referred to in the Article in 

question that it has received the notification.   

2.2. Test request process  

Pursuant to Article 5, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation, the regulatory body 

will assess the impact of the new rail passenger service on the economic equilibrium 

of the public service contract at the request of an entity specified in Article 11, section 

2, subsection 17 of the Railway Market Directive, when the request has been com-

pleted in the manner provided in the subsection in question within a month of the 

time the entity has received a notification on a planned new rail passenger service.  

In connection with the request, the entity, who submitted the request shall also sub-

mit the information listed in Article 7, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation, 

including, in particular, substantiation that the economic equilibrium of the contract 

risks being compromised by the new rail passenger service. As part of substantiation, 

it would be necessary to show proof on how large a net change the new service is 

estimated to cause to public service passenger numbers, in other words, how large 

an amount of public service customers it will take or how many completely new pas-

sengers it will add. A demand elasticity analysis carried out with objective methods 

provides a good starting point for such an estimate. Pursuant to Article 8, section 2 

of the Implementing Regulation, the entity that has requested an economic equilib-

rium test, shall substantiate any proposed non-disclosure of commercially sensitive 

information at the time the information is provided to the regulatory body.  

2.3. Economic equilibrium text process 

Pursuant to Article 9, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation, the regulatory body 

can pursuant to Article 7, section 2, within a month of receiving the request, ask the 

entity that requested an economic equilibrium test for all the necessary additional 

information, case-specifically, for example, the information specified in the section in 

                                           
7 As it has been amended by Directive 2016/2370. 
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question. In the same way, Article 9, section 3 contains provisions on how the regu-

latory body shall within a month of receiving the request, ask the other parties re-

ferred to in Article 7, section 2 to submit all necessary additional information. The 

entities in question shall submit the requested information within a reasonable period 

of time determined by the regulatory body. In addition to this, the regulatory body 

can ask for additional information, if it feels it necessary.  

Additionally, Article 9 of the Implementing Regulation lays down the following condi-

tions for the submission of information and the processing of a test request, if incom-

plete or inadequate information has been submitted to the regulatory body: 

 In the event that six weeks before the final date for receipt of requests for rail 

capacity, the information provided to the regulatory body by the test request-

ing entity is still incomplete, the regulatory body shall perform the economic 

equilibrium test on the basis of available information. If the regulatory body 

considers that the information in question is insufficient to perform the test, 

it shall reject the test request. 

 In the event that six weeks before the final date for receipt of requests for rail 

capacity, the information submitted to the regulatory body by the entity that 

is applying for the right of access for the provision of a new rail passenger 

service is still incomplete, the regulatory body shall perform the economic 

equilibrium test on the basis of available information. If the regulatory body 

considers that the information provided by the applicant is insufficient to per-

form the test, it shall adopt a decision resulting in access being denied. 

 Where the undertaking performing the public service contract is not the re-

questing entity, and where six weeks before the final date for receipt of re-

quests for capacity the information provided by this undertaking is still incom-

plete, the regulatory body shall perform the test on the basis of available 

information. If, however, the regulatory body considers that the information 

provided is insufficient to perform the test, it shall adopt a decision resulting 

in access being granted 

According to Article 11, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation, after completing 

the economic equilibrium test, the regulatory body shall take a decision provided for 

in Article 11, section 2 of the Railway Market Directive, on the basis of which the right 

of access to the rail infrastructure shall be granted, modified, granted only under 

conditions or denied. If, as a result of the test, it is observed that the new rail pas-

senger service will compromise the economic equilibrium of the public service con-

tract, the regulatory body shall pursuant to Article 11, section 2 and recital 18 of the 

Implementing Regulation, as appropriate, indicate possible changes to the new rail 

passenger service, which would ensure that the conditions for granting the right of 

access are met. The regulatory body shall adopt a decision within six weeks from the 

receipt of all relevant information, and, in any event, before the final date for receipt 

of requests for. The regulatory body shall inform the infrastructure manager of its 

decision without delay.  

Where a request for the economic equilibrium test is made according to Article 5, 

section 2 of the Implementing Regulation, in respect of a public service contract, 

which is in the process of being competitively tendered, the regulatory body may, 

according to Article 9, section 7, suspend consideration of the proposed application 

for a new rail passenger service for a maximum period of 12 months from receipt of 

the applicant's notification of the new rail passenger service or until the tender pro-

cess has concluded, whichever is the sooner.  
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3. Information submitted by parties and used in the test 

Article 7, section 2 of the Implementing Regulation lists information that the regula-

tory body can request from a competent authority, the railway undertaking perform-

ing a public service contract, an entity applying for right of access to infrastructure 

for the provision of a new rail passenger service in question, and a rail infrastructure 

manager. However, the list is not exhaustive, but rather provides examples of the 

information used in economic equilibrium tests. According to the Article 7, the regu-

latory body can ask the aforementioned parties for all the information it needs. Gross 

costs contracts8 will likely deviate from the list below on the division of information 

between the railway undertaking performing a public service contract and the com-

petent authority.  

The regulatory body can request the following from a competent authority:  

 relevant traffic, demand and revenue forecasts, including forecast methodol-

ogy; 

 in the case of public service contracts completed with no call for tenders, the 

methodology and data used to calculate the net financial effect pursuant to 

Article 6, section 1 of Regulation (EC) No 1370/2007 and the Annex to that 

Regulation. 

The regulatory body can require the following from the railway undertaking perform-

ing a public service contract: 

 copy of the public service contract; 

 the undertaking's business plan for the route covered by the public service 

contract or an alternative route  

 relevant traffic, demand and revenue forecasts, including forecast methodol-

ogy; 

 information on revenues and profit margins gained by the undertaking on the 

route covered by the public service contract or an alternative route;  

 timetable information for the services, including departure times, intermedi-

ate stops, arrival times and connections; 

 estimated elasticities of the services (for example, price elasticity, elasticity 

with respect to quality characteristics of the services);  

 cost of capital and operating costs for services provided under the public ser-

vice contract, as well as estimates on variations in costs and demand induced 

by the new rail passenger service.  

The regulatory body can ask the applicant to submit information on its plans con-

cerning the operation of the new rail passenger service, for example:  

 business plan; 

 forecast on passenger traffic and revenues, including forecast methodology; 

 pricing strategies; 

 ticketing arrangements; 

 rolling stock specifications; 

 marketing strategy. 

The regulatory body can request the following from the infrastructure manager: 

                                           
8 A gross costs contract refers to a contract between a competent authority and an operator that 

operates a purchased transport contract, where the party ordering the transport carries the risk 

for ticket income. 
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 information regarding the relevant lines or sections, in order to ensure that 

the new rail passenger service can be run on the infrastructure concerned; 

 estimates on potential performance and resilience impacts of the proposed 

new rail passenger service;  

 assessment of impacts on capacity use;  

 plans for developing infrastructure as regards routes covered by the proposed 

new rail passenger service, including an indication of the time when any such 

plans will be implemented; 

 information on relevant framework agreements concluded or under discus-

sion. 

The regulatory body analyses the information sent, especially assessing the enclosed 

calculations and methodology in order to guarantee their reliability taking into con-

sideration the information submitted by various entities in its entirety. Examples of 

materials that can be taken into account in the analysis include the demand elasticity 

analyses with objective methods conducted by either the parties or commissioned 

from external research institutes, with which an attempt has been made to predict 

the impact of the new service on the ticket costs and demand for the routes specified 

in the public service contract and, on the other hand, traffic volumes in their entirety. 

If the regulatory body believes that the analyses submitted to it are inadequate or 

unreliable, it may be forced as part of the economic equilibrium test to commission 

a supplementing demand elasticity analysis from an external expert organization. 

The manner, in which costs will be charged from the test request submitting entity, 

is detailed in Chapter 4.8. 

4. Assessment criteria for economic equilibrium 

4.1. General basis 

4.1.1. Requirements laid down in the Implementing Regulation 

Pursuant to Article 10, section 1 of the Implementing Regulation, the regulatory body 

shall assess whether the economic equilibrium of a public service contract would be 

compromised by the proposed new rail passenger service. Economic equilibrium shall 

be considered as compromised, where the new rail passenger service would have a 

substantial negative impact on at least one of the following elements: 

 the profitability of services that the railway undertaking operates under the 

public service contract in question;  

 the net cost for the competent authority awarding the public service contract 

in question.  

In accordance with Article 10, section 4 of the Implementing Regulation, when as-

sessing the aforementioned factors, the regulatory body shall assess the contractual 

arrangements in place between the competent authority and the railway undertaking 

performing a public service contract, including any mechanisms for sharing risks and 

the compensation paid to the railway undertaking. Naturally, the risk-sharing mech-

anisms in accordance with the contract will determine how the impacts of the new 

rail passenger service will be divided between the competent authority and the rail-

way undertaking performing a public service contract. 

Furthermore, Article 10, section 2 of the Implementing Regulation provides that the 

test shall analyze the contract as a whole, over its entire duration, which will mean 

that analysis cannot be limited to any individual service provided by the contract and 

the economic equilibrium cannot be considered compromised due to impacts on an 

individual service.  
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Article 10, section 3 of the Implementing Regulation lists the factors that shall, at the 

very least, be taken into consideration in the examination of impacts on the railway 

undertaking performing a public service contract and the competent authority, as a 

result of the market impacts of the proposed new rail passenger service:  

 variation in costs incurred and revenues obtained by the railway undertaking 

performing the public service contract; 

 financial effects generated within the network under public service contract 

by the proposed new rail passenger service, such as new passengers; 

 possible competitive responses by the railway undertaking performing the 

public service contract; 

 impact on relevant investments by railway undertakings, or by competent au-

thorities;  

 the value of any existing exclusive rights. 

4.1.2. Basis for the test prepared by the regulatory body 

It shall be noted that the factors listed above are partly overlapping and affect one 

another, as, for example, the impacts on the network covered the contract can cause 

changes to the expenses and profits of the railway undertaking performing a public 

service contract, as well as to the competitive responses of the same undertaking. 

When examining the factors, it shall furthermore be taken into account that the pre-

determined awarding threshold criteria provided in Article 10, section 2 can be used, 

but not strictly or in isolation from other criteria.  

The impact on revenues collected from the public transport service is formed from 

the impact of the total turnover of services minus corresponding change in costs. 

Thus, the key factors that are examined in the economic equilibrium test are the 

impacts of the new rail passenger service on the user numbers and costs of the 

services provided on the basis of the contract, the capacity of the railway undertaking 

performing a services to adapt costs to the new situation, as well as an estimate on 

whether the impact of these factors on the operating profit of the services provided 

under this contract will be significant. The assessment of the impact of these corre-

sponding factors with regard to a competent authority can also be necessary, de-

pending on the conditions provided in the public service contract. However, with re-

gard to the competent authority, the scaling of necessary public support is often more 

important than the profits issue.   

The regulatory body will inspect the following case-specifically: 1. the profitability of 

services provided by a railway undertaking performing the public service contract in 

question, including public subsidies, 2. the net costs incurred by competent authority 

as a result of the contract in question, and 3. the profitability of public transport 

services in their entirety, taking into account the combined effect on both. The meth-

ods for sharing the risks determined in the contract between a railway undertaking 

performing a public service contract and a competent authority, and the compensa-

tion paid to the railway undertaking, will determine which of these factors the regu-

latory body will emphasize in each situation.  

4.2. Impact of new rail passenger service on demand for public transport ser-
vices 

4.2.1. General 

An economic equilibrium test shall be able to determine the impacts that the pro-

posed new rail passenger service would have on the demand for services provided 

on the basis of the public service contract, especially, its impact on passenger num-

bers for public rail passenger service and the price charged for the service. The prem-

ise should thus be to examine whether the new rail passenger service would compete 
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significantly for the same customers. For this purpose, it shall be possible to deter-

mine the characteristics of demand for the public transport service, which would 

make it possible to examine whether the demand for the new rail passenger service 

could in some part be overlapping with the demand for the public transport service. 

If demand for the new service does not overlap notably with demand for the public 

transport service, it will also not have a significant negative impact on the profitability 

of the public transport service. It might even have a positive impact on the profita-

bility of the public transport service, if the new service brought new connecting pas-

sengers to the public transport service. If it is observed that demand for the service 

is not in great part overlapping, economic equilibrium cannot be considered compro-

mised. Determining the characteristics for a public transport service will provide an 

advantageous starting point for testing, whether economic equilibrium is compro-

mised. 

On the other hand, if the new passenger transport would compete for the same cus-

tomers to a great extent, it will possibly have a marked negative impact on the prof-

itability of public transport services. However, economic equilibrium cannot be con-

sidered compromised solely because the demand for the new rail passenger service 

is overlapping with demand for public transport services. A further analysis on 

whether the impact on economic equilibrium would be significant is needed in addi-

tion to the test. However, it is clear that an operator, who very obviously serves the 

same customer base, would likely lead to the public transport service losing some of 

its customers to the new operator, and market prices would experience a downturn.  

The impact on the profitability of the public transport service might be reimbursed, if 

the new rail passenger service added new passengers in need of connecting transport 

to the public rail passenger service.  

Exogenous or, in other words, external factors (for example, the general economic 

situation, changes in consumer behavior when acquiring transport services) may im-

pact the price and demand balance between the new rail passenger service and the 

public transport service during a long contract period. However, predicting external 

impacts for an entire contract period, which could be numerous years, can prove too 

uncertain an approach for producing estimates. This conclusion is emphasized by the 

fact that these factors likely only have a significant impact on the demand between 

the two railway services in a very limited amount of cases. 

4.2.2. Checking the overlapping of demand 

The rail passenger service provided on the basis of the public service contract can 

often also compete with other forms of transport, such as bus transport services, 

airlines and private cars. Competition law uses a definition of a relevant market, 

especially, for studying the operator’s market power. However, because the purpose 

of the economic equilibrium test is to only compare the proposed new rail passenger 

service with the public rail passenger service and not to examine the market power 

of any operator, it is not necessary to determine the market in such broad context. 

When conducting an economic equilibrium test, it is enough to examine, whether the 

new rail passenger service would compete for the same customers with public 

transport services, in other words, would demand for this service overlap with de-

mand for public rail passenger services. Because there is naturally no existing mate-

rial on the market impacts of the proposed service before the service enters the 

market, a comprehensive quantitative analysis based on historical data is not possi-

ble. 

The key characteristics of public transport services include the operated routes with 

their departure and destination stations, the stations along the routes, travel sched-

ules, travel times and the pricing of the service. In the first phase, the regulatory 

body will compare  these to those of the proposed new rail passenger service, taking 

into account the assumed characteristics of public transport demands, in order to 

determine, whether demand for the new rail passenger service overlaps with it. Also, 
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according to Article 2 of the Implementing Regulation, it is inevitable that when op-

erators’ demand is overlapping, the proposed rail passenger service would operate 

at least partly on the same or an alternate route with the public transport service. 

The most fundamental feature of demand for the public transport service is its elas-

ticity with regard to different quality characteristics, for example, how ready the ser-

vice’s customers are to travel the same route at different times of day, and how great 

an impact the time spent travelling in relation to travel times with other transport 

services will have on demand for the service. The dependency of demand on the 

service’s details is in practice what determines the overlapping of demand.  

The entity, who has applied for right of access to provide the new passenger rail 

service, shall be prepared to submit to the regulatory body its business plan including 

calculations and substantiation to clarify, how many customers the new service is 

expected to draw, what are the assumed benefits that the new service will bring to 

consumers, as well as how large a share of its customer base it expects to gain from 

the public transport service’s customers, and how much new rail passenger service 

would generate entirely new demand as a proportion of its total demand. An entity 

considering entering the market as a new operator has by default evaluated their 

positioning in relation to the public transport service, so it should, as a rule, have this 

type of information prepared at the time it submits the notification on a new service. 

Similarly, a competent authority and/or a rail company undertaking performing a 

public services contract shall submit to the regulatory body the same information at 

least on the net change to the public transport service’s demand for evaluation as 

part of its substantiation for why a new service would compromise the economic 

equilibrium of the public service contract. At the same time, these operators are 

required to submit information on possible competitive responses and the estimated 

elasticity of their services. For more information about elasticities, please see Chap-

ters 3 and 4.2.3. 

On the basis of submitted information, the regulatory body evaluates whether further 

studies are needed. The best premise for the justification submitted by the parties is 

the comprehensive analysis on the reaction of public transport service demand, which 

would be implemented with a demand elasticity analysis and a related questionnaire. 

The primary objective would be to determine, what share of all customers of public 

rail passenger service will begin to use the new service instead, whether the new 

service will bring new customers to the public transport service, and to what extent 

the new service will gain completely new customers. 

4.2.3. Demand elasticity analysis 

In order to determine possible changes in user numbers and ticket prices of public 

rail passenger service during the launch of new service, the regulatory body can, 

where necessary, to the extent that it has not received an adequate amount of ob-

jective and reliable information from entities, commission a demand elasticity analy-

sis from an appropriate research institute or another party suited for this purpose.  

The entity requesting the analysis will be responsible for covering the costs of the 

test in question, starting from the time when these costs were included in the Ministry 

of Transport and Communications Decree on chargeable transport services. 

When the impact area of the new service overlaps even partly with the rail passenger 

service impact area of public service contract, the test is targeted at the assumed 

area of joint impact. The target area in question can be a region, an area formed by 

certain municipalities, the municipalities and cities that surround a part of the rail 

network, or a larger area.  

One way to carry out the analysis would be as a questionnaire using different meth-

ods, in which case, the sampling will be specified so that it represents the population 

of the target area. Depending on the interview area the size of the sampling may 

vary. Quotas can be allocated to the sampling so that the population is equally rep-

resented and, on the other hand, an adequate number of interviewees from different 
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user groups take part. Questions can be targeted to different passenger groups in 

different ways, but, for example, those who do not use the service shall assess 

whether their use of services will change with the introduction of the new service. 

In a study, from a comprehensive and representative sample of public passenger 

service customers and other customers it can be asked, for example, about price 

range, in which they would be ready to change over to using the new service either 

partially or completely. As part of the questionnaire, it is possible to determine the 

movement of customers also with help of data on new service prices. The examina-

tion of results can, where necessary, be carried out in a more in-depth manner using 

analyzing methods, if it is essential to acquire additional information on the impact 

of various factors on demand.  

4.2.4. Example analysis 

Below there are described examples of situations, in which despite partially same 

routes, the demand for operators is at least somewhat different. This could happen, 

if the new rail passenger service served for the most part a customer base different 

from that of the services under the public contract, due to their significant differences 

in routes and other service details important for demand. This memorandum only 

includes a few example cases; the actual analysis will be carried out taking into ac-

count the characteristics of each situation. 

For example, a possible situation would be one, in which the proposed new rail pas-

senger service used partly the same route as the public transport service at a certain 

time of the day, but it would have departure and destination stations not included in 

the rail network specified in public service contract, and, with regard to the overlap-

ping portions of the route, the new service would not be a viable option for passen-

gers due to other differences in the services. In such a situation, the new rail pas-

senger service could even bring to the route customers, who would use the public 

transport service as a connecting form of transport.  

In Finland, a situation such as this could actualize, for example, when a local rail 

service is provided in the Helsinki metropolitan area according to a public service 

contract during the day, while the proposed new rail passenger service would travel 

between Helsinki and Northern Finland during the night including some stops at sta-

tions in the Helsinki metropolitan area. The proposed rail passenger service would 

travel partly on the same route going through the Helsinki metropolitan area, so the 

conditions for an economic equilibrium test laid down in Article 2 of the Implementing 

Regulation would be met. However, it is unlikely that the economic equilibrium of the 

contract would be compromised, as it is very doubtful that the customers of local 

commuter trains would begin to use the long-distance rail passenger service. A large 

share of passenger traffic in the Helsinki metropolitan area is made up of commuters, 

for whom the sparse departure and arrival times of the long-distance services would 

not be better than the local train timetables. In a reversed situation, a long-distance 

rail passenger service were provided on the basis of a public service contract, and a 

new competitive rail passenger service was proposed for the Helsinki metropolitan 

area. It would be obvious that the new service would not compete for the same 

customers as the public transport service. 

The proposed new rail passenger service could also operate in its entirety along the 

same route, but with fewer stops at stations along the way than the transport service 

offered under the public service contract. This would facilitate fast travel times be-

tween the fewer stations. Such a rail passenger service could bring new customers 

to existing public contract services. Conversely, the new rail passenger service might 

operate on the same route with the public transport service, but stop at more fre-

quent stations. In that way it could acquire new customers from bus transport and 

private motoring. In these situations, the result of the analysis depends on what 

share of the customer base for the new service is made up of new customers and to 

what extent they would also increase demand for the public transport service. 
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In the case of the last examples, it is appropriate to determine the impact of rail 

passenger services on demand for transport services provided on the basis of public 

service contracts, using, for example, demand elasticity as mentioned above.  

4.2.5. Impact of the new service’s scope on the economic equilibrium of the public transport 

service  

If it is noted that the proposed new rail passenger service would likely compete for 

the same customers with the public transport service, it should be determined 

whether this would have a substantial impact on the economic equilibrium of the 

public service contract. The impact of the new service is assessed for the service 

covered by the entire contract, i.e. the size of the rail passenger service planned by 

the applicant is an important assessment criterion. If the applicant’s maximum ca-

pacity (number of seats multiplied by number of departures) is very small in com-

parison to the comprehensiveness of the public service contract, the impact of the 

proposed new rail passenger service on the economic equilibrium of the contract 

cannot be considered substantial. In such a case, the impact on the profitability of 

transport services provided on the basis of the contract, or the net costs of a com-

petent authority, could likely be minimal, even in the extreme case that the user 

numbers for the proposed new rail passenger service came directly from the cus-

tomer base of services provided by public contract. Secondarily, the same assess-

ment can be conducted on the basis of user number estimates submitted by the 

applicant. In these situations, where the scope of the new service is small in relation 

to the public transport service contract, the determination of economic equilibrium 

can in many cases likely be completed without an actual analysis on the division of 

demand between the new service and the public transport service. 

4.2.6. Evaluation of the impact originating from overlapping demand 

The questionnaire on public transport service demand, mentioned in connection with 

the determination of overlapping, can be used for determining how large a share of 

public transport service customers would shift to the new service at the specified 

price level. A rough estimate on the change to turnover of services provided under 

public service contracts could be determined in the following manner 

 

𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 

  

if it is assumed that public transport service ticket prices will not change. On the 

other hand, this estimate could also include an estimate on turnover, which is caused 

by a drop in public transport prices in response to competition, and, as a result, the 

rise in demand for the public transport service:  

 

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗  𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒. 

 

As part of its analysis, the regulatory body could take into account for the bases of 

determining price changes and price related demand elasticity analyses, the esti-

mates and predictions completed by the railway undertaking performing public con-

tract service and/or the competent authority, as well as the entity, who proposed the 

new rail passenger service.  

In principle, it is possible that the regulatory body may have to assess two or more 

applications for new rail passenger services that, at least in part, would compete for 

the same customers as the public transport service, but as separate entities would 

not compromise the contract’s economic equilibrium. However, their joint impact 

would have a substantial effect on the economic equilibrium of the contract. Pursuant 

to Article 10, section 6 of the Implementing Regulation, the regulatory body can make 

a different decision on each application it receives, depending on their separate im-

pacts on the economic equilibrium of the contract, their competitive impacts, the net 
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benefits and network impacts for consumers and their combined impact on the eco-

nomic equilibrium of the contract.  

When discussing the capacity of the rail passenger service planned by an applicant, 

it should be taken into consideration that the economic equilibrium test and the fol-

lowing decisions apply to the information specified in Article 4, section 2 of the Im-

plementing Regulation. Pursuant to Article 3 of the Implementing Regulation, notable 

changes to an existing service, especially to the frequency of departures or a change 

to the number of stations, where the service stops, meets the definition of a new 

passenger service, meaning notification shall be submitted on these changes as pro-

vided in Article 4. According to recital 7 of the Implementing Regulation, changes to 

the pricing of a service should not be considered substantial, unless these changes 

conflict with a business plan submitted with a previously conducted economic equi-

librium test and common market behavior. The method for determining what type of 

change is considered substantial in its entirety with regard to the existing service will 

be left up to the discretion of the regulatory body.  

4.3. Adjustment of costs 

In addition to taking into account the impacts that the proposed new passenger ser-

vice would have on the user numbers for services provided on the basis of public 

service contracts, and, thus, on the turnover of the railway undertaking performing 

a service and/or further, based on contract details, on the net costs of the competent 

authority, one shall also take into consideration the possibility of the railway under-

taking performing the public service contract and the competent authority to adapt 

their expenses to the reorganization of their operations. On the basis of the infor-

mation it has received, the regulatory body will assess the possibility of operators to 

adjust their expenses. 

The ability of the entities to implement any cost savings, such as those arising from 

the non-replacement of rolling stock reaching the end of its useful life, or staff, whose 

contract ends, are examples of methods to be considered for adjusting expenses. 

The average annual write-offs of rolling stock and the possibility of selling or renting 

extra rolling stock to other parties can be seen at the starting point. However, the 

resale market for rolling stock can be limited, especially due to Finland’s track gauge.  

If a railway undertaking performing public service contract rents rolling stock from a 

separate rolling stock undertaking, the railway undertaking’s possibility to terminate 

the equipment lease with regard to extra rolling stock will be assessed. 

4.4. Value of exclusive rights 

Article 10, section 3 of the Implementing Regulation lists the value of possible exclu-

sive rights as one of the factors used for assessing economic equilibrium. However, 

according to Article 6, exclusive rights cannot prevent access rights being awarded 

to the new rail passenger service applicant, if the access right will in no way compro-

mise the economic equilibrium of the public service contract in question. Pursuant to 

Article 3, section 6 of the Implementing Regulation, exclusive rights refer to the right 

as defined in Article 2 (f)  of Regulation (EC) No 1370/2007 entitling a public service 

operator to operate certain public rail passenger services on a particular route or 

network or in a particular area, to the exclusion of any other such operator. Pursuant 

to Article 2 (a) of Regulation 1370/2007, public passenger transport means passen-

ger services9 of general economic interest, provided to the public on a non-discrimi-

natory and continuous basis. Pursuant to Article 6 of the Implementing Regulation, 

the regulatory body shall take the value of these exclusive rights into account appro-

priately, when conducting economic equilibrium tests.  

                                           
9 Services of general economic interest (SGEI). 
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Exclusive rights are used for giving public passenger transport operators the possi-

bility to strengthen their pricing power on the routes, for which the exclusive rights 

have been awarded. They can thus, for their own part, reduce the need for the pay-

ment of public support for performing a public service obligation. The value of exclu-

sive rights is thus equal to the profitability deficit incurred by a railway undertaking, 

due to the performance of a public service obligation, which would have to be covered 

with increases to public support, if the operator were not awarded exclusive rights.  

The value of exclusive rights will be taken into account in connection with the eco-

nomic equilibrium test carried out by the regulatory body in the following manner: 

the economic impact of the new rail passenger service offered on the route, for which 

exclusive rights have been awarded, on the public transport service will be included 

in the public service contract’s economic equilibrium calculation. In this case, the 

economic equilibrium test would ensure that the entry of a new passenger service 

that is similar enough and substantial enough in scope, would be restrained from 

entering the market on the same route, for which the public passenger service has 

been awarded exclusive rights. In this case, the new service would compromise the 

economic equilibrium of the contract that provides the exclusive rights in question. 

However, it is also possible, in this connection, to take into account the regulatory 

body’s possibility for proposing changes to the new service, as specified in Article 11, 

section 2.   

4.5. Evaluation of significant impact 

Because the new rail passenger service will inevitably have impacts on public 

transport services that in part serve the same customer base, it shall be possible to 

define the size of the impacts that will be considered substantial. The values given 

by the rail undertaking performing a public service contract and a competent author-

ity can be used as the starting point for determining the substantiality: the cost and 

turnover calculations provided in business plans and public service contracts, and, 

especially, the variances of costs, turnover and passenger numbers, as well as the 

annual variances that have already taken place during the contract’s implementation 

period. The assessments on the impacts of the new passenger service on expenses 

and turnover that are within these frequency variations, which are considered normal 

by the relevant parties, cannot be considered substantial.  

Impacts on a railway undertaking performing a public service contract also cannot be 

considered substantial, if the undertaking’s profit for the provision of overall services 

over the contract’s entire period of validity is reasonable. When the contract in ques-

tion is public service acquirement pursuant to Article 5, sections 2, 4, 5 or 6 of Reg-

ulation (EC) No 1370/2007, with no tendering, a reasonable profit10 requirement, 

mentioned in Regulation’s Annex, is applied to it pursuant to Article 6, section 1 of 

the Regulation. In this case, a reasonable profit will act as the maximum limit for 

profit for the services provided on the basis of the contract by the railway undertak-

ing. Thus, as the new service impacts the public transport service and affects the 

railway undertaking, the profitability of the railway undertaking falls below a reason-

able profit, although the impact of the new service was not substantial. Thus, a rea-

sonable profit cannot act as the minimum profit a railway undertaking shall achieve 

in the assessment of economic equilibrium. Additionally, the application of a reason-

able profit is challenging in situations, where an undertaking uses rented rolling stock.  

The assessment of what is a substantial impact is carried out case-specifically taking 

all factors into account, and an individual criteria or percentage that is independent 

of other factors is not significant. In most cases, an impact that is sufficient for pro-

hibiting the entry of the new service to the market, i.e. a substantial impact, will 

                                           
10 A rate of return on capital that is normal for the sector in a given Member State and that takes 

account of the risk, or absence of risk, incurred by the public service operator by virtue of public 

authority intervention. 
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likely settle at a level, where the lower limiter is a negative profit by the railway 

undertaking just below a net profit of zero for the entire contract period, and the 

upper limit is a profit level just below a profit, which the railway undertaking has 

verifiably set as its minimum profit and which is at the level of a reasonable profit, 

when using its own rolling stock and at the level of a comparable level, when using 

rented rolling stock. However, in this context, this type of profit level does not need 

to be determined in detail in accordance with the standards of reasonable profit. The 

limit for substantial impact is in any case lower than the profit level in question.  

The conditions during a public rail passenger service contract period may change 

from what was originally planned. The determination of economic equilibrium only 

takes into account the impact of the new service and does not give an opinion as 

such on the economic result of the public transport service contract nor the risks to 

development of business.  

Additionally, the assessment criteria should to some extent be neutral with regard to 

how risk-sharing is implemented in the contract. Thus, when risk-sharing in a con-

tract targets the risk at the competent authority, an effort can be made to determine 

the scale of the substantial impact, for example, by first simulating the situation, in 

which the impact is targeted at the railway undertaking. After this, the economic 

conditions that apply to the competent authority could be assessed separately. After 

all, this issue often concerns scaling the public support. 

4.6. Other impacts of the new passenger rail service and decision on right of 
access to infrastructure 

Pursuant to recitals 8 and 16 and Article 10, section 5 of the Implementing Regula-

tion, in addition to determining the economic equilibrium of a public service contract, 

the regulatory body shall assess the following impacts of the new rail passenger ser-

vice: 

 the net benefits to consumers in the short and medium term; 

 the impact on the performance and quality of railway services; 

 the impact on timetable planning for railway services. 

If it is found that the new rail passenger service will compromise the economic equi-

librium, but it is also determined that the new passenger service would result in 

substantial benefits to consumers, Article 11, section 2 (b) states that the regulatory 

body can give recommendations to competent authorities on changes other than 

those that would impact the new rail passenger service, which would make it possible 

to award right of access.  

The regulatory body often only has the estimate provided by the rail infrastructure 

manager, when assessing the impact to the performance and timetable planning of 

railway services. Specialized rail capacity and possible priority criteria (for example, 

the synergic passenger transport entirety) should also be taken into consideration. 

The impacts on the consumers’ net benefits and the railways services’ performance, 

quality and scheduling are additional factors that could be taken into consideration, 

when making decisions, in addition to the results of the economic equilibrium test. 

These do not as such directly impact the economic equilibrium test, but they can 

potentially either weaken or strengthen the weight of economic equilibrium related 

impact in decisions concerning right of access to railway infrastructure.   

The additional criteria means that it is not appropriate to allow an operator that would 

substantially weaken the performance of railway services to enter the market, for 

example, due to overloading of capacity. On the other hand, the economic equilibrium 

test also examines the possibility to adjust the scope of a service provided under a 

public service contract, which could free up capacity. Finally, the rail infrastructure 

manager will be left with the option of examining the matter also at the capacity 
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allocation stage. It is possible that the new rail passenger service would reduce pas-

senger numbers on the routes covered by public service contracts or on alternative 

routes. This could potentially happen, if the entry of the new rail passenger service 

to the market resulted in a situation, where a section of the rail network covered by 

the contract exceeded its maximum capacity in a way that had notable negative im-

pacts on the rail network’s performance capacity, for example, in the form of travel 

times.  

The net benefits gained by consumers are a factor, on the basis of which primarily a 

recommendation is given to a competent authority, and they are not included in the 

economic equilibrium test. The net benefits noted in international assessments are, 

for example, a lower price, more frequent traffic and faster travel times. When net 

benefits are substantial, they can be taken into consideration as a factor, mainly, 

when setting the limit, at which point the impact on economic equilibrium could be 

considered so substantial that it will lead to denying the new service entering the 

market.  

4.7. Capacity of the regulatory body to propose changes to the new rail pas-

senger service 

Pursuant to Article 11, section 2 (a) of the Implementing Regulation, the regulatory 

body shall, as appropriate, indicate possible changes to the proposed new rail pas-

senger service, if there is any indication that economic equilibrium will otherwise be 

compromised. The section gives examples of such possible changes including modi-

fication of frequencies, paths, intermediate stops or schedule. This is an example-

like list of conditions, which the regulatory body can set for approving right of access 

applications, and it should not be interpreted as being exhaustive.  

In a situation, in which the new rail passenger service demand overlaps with the 

public transport service demand and the economic equilibrium of the contract is con-

sidered compromised, the regulatory body could permit the new rail passenger ser-

vice on the condition that the operator gives up some of the stops overlapping with 

the public transport service.  

4.8. Payment for conducting an economic equilibrium test 

The regulatory body will charge the entity that requests an economic equilibrium test 

a fee for conducting the test. The amount of the fee is listed in the Ministry of 

Transport and Communications Decree on chargeable transport services, and is 

based on the time used for the processing of the case in question and the regulatory 

body’s hourly charge. Additionally, the costs of a possible study acquired from exter-

nal expert organizations (for example, a demand elasticity study) shall be charged 

from the entity that requested the test, from the time that these costs have been 

included in the Ministry of Transport and Communications Decree on chargeable 

transport services. 


